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I. Lösung 
SB, S. 51, nr. 3

Let’s find out what „Über denTellerrand“ wants to do and then explain the headline of the article.

„Über den Tellerrand“ started with the idea of publishing a book filled with the stories, photos and 

recipes of refugees. However, it soon became a larger project that organized community events such

as cooking lessons, soccer teams or language tandems. The main aim of this project is to connect 

people who speak different languages, have different cultural backgrounds and come from different 

countries. Especially people who don’t know any refugees yet, or might even be a bit afraid, get the 

chance to meet them personally in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere. So the cooking clesses aren’t 

only about food, but also about cultural exchange.

The cooking clesses are a perfect way to connect people becaue they are about food, music and 

dance. Pepole not only cook, but have a nice time together and get to know other people and 

culture. Since these cooking classes with refugees are connected to having a good time, the article 

has the title „Always cook on the bright side of life“. The idea is we shouldn’t just criticize other 

people who are different, but should get to know them personally.

SB, S. 51, nr. 4

a) – safe and confortable meeting place for refugees and Berliners

- cooking together helps to make a friendly atmosphere for refugees and Germans

- cultural nights with music and dance help people to connect

- organization of soccer teams and language tandems

- refugees and Berlin architects build a Kitchen Hub together

b) English is a key ingredient in the process beacause most refugees only speak English and Arabic. 

So the Germans have to speak English to be able to communicate

WB, S. 28, nr. 2

1. adore: bewundern, sehr gern haben 8. dip: Eintauchen, kurzes Bad

2. elderly: älter 9. forego: verzichten auf

3. deserve: brauchen, verdienen 10. contestant: Kandidat

4. cheer: Freude 11. beef patties: Bratling aus Rindfleisch

5. Sponsor: sponsern, unterstützen 12. equivalent: Entsprechung, 

Äquivalent

6. luxury: Luxus

7. embrace: ergreifen



II: Lernstoff

- „would have-form“: revision

SB, S. 52, nr. 1

WB, S. 24, nr. 17

- conditional 3

SB, S. 52, nr. 2-3

WB, S. 25, nr. 18


